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STOP PRESS!! – History in the Making 
 
This week saw the Phuket Saturday Hash being run on a Friday for the first time in the 30 odd 
year history of the Phuket Saturday Hash.  What caused this momentous occasion – well a few 
people who take advantage of the Hash Bus to go to the run (probably less than 10% of those who 
normally attend ) were worried they might get wet as they try to make their way out of Patong on 
the occasion of Songkran Water Festival. (Of course there is also the slight issue of traffic jams etc 
etc !!).  So a Friday run it was!! 
 
The Run & Hares 
 
GM sounded the horn and called for everybody to form a circle.  The Hares (Gorgeous You 
Wanker, Lucky Lek, Fungus and Not Cleaver) were invited into the circle and gave extensive 
instructions to the runners to the effect that you will be on multicolour paper for the whole run and 
follow the road up the hill till you find the paper.  I didn’t hear the short cutters instruction but guess 
they were similar and referred to blue paper. 
 
GM confirmed he would be appointing Pussy Taste Cock as the official Hash Horn for this 
week’s run. (Hope I’ve got that the right way round). 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
STOP PRESS – STOP PRESS – The trail picture now shows the run and the walk.  Blue for 
walkers and red for runners.  At least now I can see what I did – I;m not changing the report 
at this late stage.  Please read on ….. 
 



I’m not sure if the trail shown is the run or the walk – it only clocks about 3.3k and I know I ran 
(walk) on both multicolour and blue.  I had a slight contretemp with the ground at the start of the 
run – the head’s willing but the legs don’t seem to follow suit.  Small letting of blood but we have 
seen a lot worse.  Then a nice scramble to the top of the hill including climbing a tree.  I had stick 
and water with me but no hands left to climb the tree with.  First idea – stick the water down my 
shorts but the water fell out the bottom of the shorts and the stick followed suit.  Kindly hashers 
now waiting in a queue just said ‘get your arse up there and we’ll pass the water and stick up to 
you’.  Such camaraderie on the Songkran Hash for the old and decrepid.   
 
After that it was plain sailing although I had decided I might do a bit of the walk rather than the run.  
However it didn’t seem to matter what colour paper you were on you were either ‘walking with 
runners’ or ‘running with walkers’.  I also saw the Fungus at what I guess was my second passing 
of the ‘figure of eight’ cross over point.  He said ‘I’ve been watching you as you tried to decide 
which way to go the first time’.  Which was probably true as I thought this is where I would do the 
walk but I guess this was still part of the running and walking territory as we still appeared to be on 
the same trail.  Mannekin Pis passed me at this point because he apparently ‘started late’ again 
although his view was that he was on time.  Potential discussions were no doubt to come later with 
the GM as to what time we actually started.  MP probably thought he was early enough since he 
was starting on Friday rather than Saturday!! 
 
So then it was up the hill again and this is where I spotted some blue paper so opted for that and 
as we came down the other side we were then on a mixture of blue and multicolour.  And also to 
come across Fungus taking his illegal photos at the ‘figure of eight’ cross over point.  Then it was 
On In down the concrete path with a mixture of runners and walkers all the way back to the Laager 
site. 
 
A very pleasant run/walk – short and sharp – the sharpness in part coming from negotiating the 
barbed wire at the end of the run. 
 
 
The Circle  
 
Well done from GM to the Hares. 
 
Naming for one of the Thai Connection – Supananne  - Her boy friend is called E Doc.  Lucky Lek 
called in as sponsor and to give translation and pronunciations tips.  LL says something – GM 
repeats after him and somehow the whole process just goes from bad to worse.  Mention of gold, 
grow, long and so on and so on.  Final name given to Supanne is Tong which I still don’t know 
what it translates to.  Does it mean she is half crazy.  My school boy Thai coming out now! 
 
As it’s an historical occasion GM announces 40 Baht beer but just after he noted that some big 
round purchases had just been completed.  French and Welsh particularly suffering in this regard.  
Well done eagle eyed GM. 
 
Visitors – Enos and Just Injection  - husband and wife team from Canada, Darwin Hash – mention 
of KL and Indonesia as well.  Called themselves World Hashers.  Great to have them visit.  

 
Virgins  - four juvenile virgins – 
chaperoning by Trainspotter.    
Mai,  Ming, Namnung & 
Nampun.(one was missing!!) 
 
Followed by somewhat older 
virgins -  Dominique, Guy, 
Pawada, Sutakorn and Thomas 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hash Awards 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cockhead – 25 runs    
Cockhead Sucker – 25 runs 
Fussy Pussy – 50 runs  - Finally wearing a hash shirt!! 
Jungle Balls -  333 runs  - a little bit of a devil – needs to try 
harder! 
Bullet Rash   -  700 runs   One of the elder statesmen of the 
Phuket Hash – well done!! 
 
 
 
 
 
Hash Steward – Nut Cleaver 
 
Joke 1 -  What do a woman and a bar have in common  – Liquor in the front - poker in the back.  I 
had to google this to make sense of this one.  It’s not in the telling!! 
 
Hares in the circle – NC says it’s been wonderful working with his co-hares but it has had its 
moments (I know what he means – I’ve co-hared with NC!!)  Apparently Lucky Lek  turned up 
pissed and ended in the back of the truck asleep after saying he couldn’t do anymore run setting.  
They then set off down the hill in the truck not realising the tailgate closed – they lost everything 
going down the hill .  The wags around me were questioning how it fell out uphill – gravity defying 
feats  by our wondrous Hares.   LL put on the ice for his lack of commitment. 
 
Fungus apparently is a very clever fellow from the USof A – he has got two degrees – the Basket 
Weavers back home are very proud of him!! 
 
Next up is a very fine Scotsman GYW who has been running with the Phuket Hash since the 
beginning of time i.e. the 2nd run back in 1986.   GYW asked the GM at that time (Sir Dubai) what 
he was going to call the Hash – apparently Sir Dubai responded that ‘Why GYW it’s interesting 
that you should ask that – I think we will call it the Phuket Saturday Hash.   And now GYW has 
the honour of not only being at the near inception of the Phuket Saturday Hash but also the 
inception of the Phuket Friday Hash!!. 



  
NC notes that his Co-Hares are a Thai, Scot, Yank and NC is the only person who speaks English 
 
Fungus as said earlier is a very smart fellow with two degrees.  He was spotted in the reception of 
a very smart hotel in Patong the other day where he had laid his perving leering eys on a 
gorgeous young woman who was just getting into the lift.  He rushes over and manages to get into 
the lift before the door closes.  Once trapped inside with the leching Fungus he asks the young 
lady ‘Can I smell your pussy?  She cries ‘No, no, no.’ And as quick as a flash and being the clever 
fellow  that he is says ‘Oh - it must be your feet then’ 
 
GM loves his little Johny jokes.  Walking down the road with his son Johnny the other day and 
comes across two dogs going at it hammer and tongs.  Daddy, daddy  what are they doing  …… 
but I’m stopping there becase NC screwed up the joke – if you want the correct version try this link 
– no responsibility for viral infections etc.’ 
 
Enos on the ice and doing a Maraud uninvited -  On In tattooed on his butt cheeks.  What a sight!! 
 
All the people who came on the Hash Bus 
were called in  -  very slow response to this 
but eventually they appeared suitably 
embarrassed.  
 
NC  had heard that the Union rep on the bus 
had said they will boycott the Hash unless the 
Hash Day was changed.   A chorus of ‘bullshit 
ensued whilst they were sprayed with  water 
pistols by the Songkran Kids.. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Too Old Too Fuck  - used to be a Gynaecologist  - beautiful woman comes into his office and says 
she has a terrible pain in my vagina.  Ok he said let me have a close look.  As he got down to 
business he started to cry ‘Oh my Oh my the most beautiful vagina I’ve seen.  Do you mind if I 
numb it.  Well if it takes away the pain of course you can – so he went num, num.num with his 
tongue. 
 
Welshman Butt Plug was called in.  NC asked him whether he grew up on a Welsh sheep farm  - 
he said he did. So then NC asks ‘What’s it like to find sheep in tall grass’  Buttplug walked away 
with a sheepish grin on his face. 
 
Ladies of the Hash  -  A great spot by 
them and looked superb in their Thai 
National Dress had  arranged some 
water games with support from the Water 
Pistol Massive. 
 
Various male Hashers invited in  to kneel 
down in a row and pass pots of water 
over their heads.  First round water only – 
followed by second round with pots filled with iced water. 
First to finish are the winners – losers get a beer much to the disgust of the 
Winners!  



 
 
Welsh Twats and others put on ice for enjoying themselves too much - JB plus MP the Belgian 
Welsh 
 
 
 
 
Annoumenets 
Murkury - Pooying run on Sunday 14th April – JC or Paper’s house depending on your affiliation.  
Run assured not to be too long  - starts at 3.00pm.  Everybody welcome for some afternoon fun!! 
Dr F J - Status update on Bobby Sucks medical condition.  His condition is improving on a 
number of fronts but medical staff still working to improve his eyesight.  All the Hash wished him a 
speedy recovery. 
 
Returners  
Lots of long term returners: 
 
Google Ass 
Gay Ray  
Copper San 
Skippy 
G String 
Paru Paru 
Miss Mafia 
Hide & Seek 
She’s Easy 
 
 
Run Offences 
 
LL calls in Too Old To Fuck. TOTF  tells LL he has no chance with the young girls because of his 
Hash Name – LL suggests he change his name to  Not Too Old To Suck. 
 
Manekin Pis and GM  -  MP’s daughter asks if she can come to the Hash.  MP says of course you 
can.  Well will I need a shirt – I’m scared of the MG.  MP says ‘Don’t you mean the GM.  Oh yes, 
she says - the fat one. 
 
Go Go Trump – calls in Just In Beaver and Fungus.  GGT was having dinner with JIB and 
expressed her concerns about the amount of time Fungus spends on the ice and how it could 
effect his sperm count.  JIB says I wouldn’t be bothered – we don’t want him procreating anyway.  
However GGT is a kindly soul and presented the Fungal One with some Ice Pants. 
 
 
Murkury – wished to thank some people who gave him some pleasure the other night at the Little 
Expat with the Iron Pussy  -  being there with the GM having a few quiet beers to the bitter end.  
Well worth the experience and highly recommended night out once a month when Iron Pussy are 

out on the razzle. 
 
Enos calls Butt Plug -  if he ever goes to New Zealand he should 
learn how to do the Haka  - starts with - come Martin come Martin or 
words to that effect. 
 



Tootsie – kids into the circle -  a few years ago when Tootsie was 
GM  - had a serious issue at a Committee meeting when he 
realised he was the youngest person there. What would happen 
when all this lot die off.  Very pleased to know he is no longer 
the youngest person on the hash  now,  
 
Mean Mummy ‘Oh Yeah soaks Celine too the skin – gets iced for 
her efforts.  
 
Fungus – Incominging Bum Scraper finds the gate is locked that 
would let her back to the Laager.  Bum Scraper then decides 
to short cut and gets caught up in barbed wire. Fungus (according to him) went above the call of 
duty and freed her boobs from the barbed wire after he agreed with BS he would accept payment 
of the gold chain for performing such a difficult and intricate operation. How can you believe this 
man! 
 
 
RunMasters 
 
Even though we have two Hashmasters not one of them to be seen – they probably still think it’s a 
Saturday Hash.  Anyway GM does the necessary, 
 
GM declares that the due to the current stalemate of Fungus (the current hashit holder) being a 
Hare virtually every week and seems to be getting away with Good Run votes each week, As well 
as this the GM had decided last week the Hashit  should be held in Escrow with Fungus 
temporarily held in absolution.   Comments on the Laager site were that it was very small but 
equally it’s a nice location but due to the expense is probably passed its sell by date.  Anyway a 
good run vote ensued in spite of the shortcomings of the Laager site and the Hashit was 
ceremonoulsy put back on the shelf again and probably that is where it should stay – however 
please read on …. 
 
GM declares the Circle declared. 
 
Scribe reopens the circle in his mind’s eye!! 
 
You will have read at the start of the report that I had no real idea whether the google earth route 
shown is the walk or the run.  It only scales at 3.3k ish so could be either, as the run was short 
anyway.  I therefore thought I would consult the oracle i.e. I’m fingering Fungus and all he said 
was that he posted Simons walk.  Now this set the alarms running because I didn’t know we had a 
Simon for this week’s run.  We have Gorgeous You Wanker Jim,  Lucky Lek Kittiporn, Denny the 
Fungus and Tony Not Cleaver but not a Simon amongst them.  Now you may recall from the 
previous week’s run that the GM got slightly confused about how many hares there were and then 
said rather unconvincingly ‘Ah I must be getting confused with next week’s run’.  But what was 
confusing him – was it the fact that for this week’s run it was declared as four hares but in fact it 
was five who actually set the run even though it was short.  Was GM involved in some sort of 
insider faux pas.  Is his decision to putting the Hashit in Escrow related to this.  Has he been 
overcome by the Hare Hoarders.  Is it the same Hares who set all the named or otherwise runs.  Is 
there concern about giving the Hares the Hashit each week which may drive them to withdrawing 
their services.  Then where would we be. 
 
So why am I writing all this – well this is my last scribe but one before I disappear off island for six 
months.  When I get back there will be a new committee in place and hopefully a new scribe – in 
fact there needs to be a scribe in place for 27th April onwards.  
 



So back to this week’s non-Hashit – will this historical event actually become known as the first 
Friday Fuck Up run – will Gorgeous Jim still wish to be associated with it as Lead Hare.  What was 
No Hopes Simon involvement with the run – did he master mind the whole thing.  Does GM want 
to rethink his previous actions – it’s never too late. 
 
And some suggestions for the future: 
 
Point 1 
 
I understand from the illusive Phuket Sat Hash rules that Hashit is the preserve of the Hares only – 
where I cut my teeth on the Hash i.e. Abu Dhabi Hash (1980) which then became Abu Dhabi 
Island Hash anybody could be given the Hashit – i.e. the person chosen as the worst offender of 
the week.  And as part of that they would go through the toilet seat ceremony plus don the 
YELLOW hashit tee shirt which would have just been worn on the run by the previous week’s 
recipient,  no doubt be nice and sweaty and would be thrown into the sand before being given to 
the current weeks recipient to wear.  The only upside is that the new recipient gets doused in a 
cistern full of water flushed over them whilst kneeling on the ground – so at least the shirt does get 
some sort of wash.  Can you imagine having to receive the hashit tee shirt just worn by Fungus – 
everybody would go out of their way to make sure he never gets the Hashit.  I still get shivers now 
whenever I see anybody wearing a yellow tee shirt who has not been awarded the Hashit – even 
worse when you see have to see the Hares in yellow tee shirts each week.  Offends my senses. 
Anyway one solution to finding different Hashit holders each week and is not focussing on the 
Hares only. 
 
Point 2 
Be kind to our Hares – if they don’t do what they do we won’t have a Hash.  It is however very 
dangerous to rely on only a few people week after week and not make sure we get some new 
blood in place.  Setting a Hash in Phuket is not easy – in fact it is very hard.  I could set an hour’s 
Hash in Abu Dhabi in about 3 to 4 hours the day before – never more than two hares and job 
done.  A Phuket run takes several trips out over a number of days and is getting more and more 
difficult to find new run sites. 
More people helping in this process can only be beneficial.  For sure the Hares we have do enjoy 
what they do and because of their experience the quality of the runs is all the better for it. So step 
up and have a go. You only have to look at the Hareline over the next few months to see there is 
no new blood – the same olds over and over again – one noticeable exception Fat Bastard as a 
Virgin Hare in a few months. Although I think he actually is not VH. 
 
Point 3 
Wear a hash tee shirt and be proud of it as a badge of honour.  We come together to be Hashers 
and to be the same – not to stand out as being different.  Of course it’s good to wear a shirt from 
another Hash because it shows you have Hashing history. Equally support your current Hash by 
wearing their shirt as well.   Not wearing a Hash Tee shirt just says you don’t really want to be 
there – well at least it does to me. 
 
Point 4 
Support your scribe.  I was mortally wounded by GM this week when he admitted he had not read 
last week’s report.  If I don’t have his support I have no one.  
Of course I have my weak points: 
I write too much 
I write as a native English speaker 
I don’t know what to edit out 
I don’t know what people want  
I’m boring 
The week’s become repetitive 
The real audience is very small 



 
Solutions: 
Snappy – less words – more pictures (Boy Named Sue said this) 
Do we want insight – piccies don’t tell you everything 
What do we really need to record that isn’t already on the web site anyway. 
Keep it fresh 
Guest scribes – don’t be shy 
Let the scribe know what you want to say – they can help 
How do we make it more readable and open to a wider range of readers – back to solution point 1 
 

 
 
  
 

 

On On! 

Sweaty Bollox 

Temporary Scribe  

www.phuket-hhh.com 


